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Touching Floors offers you the guarantee to possess a high profile product. Quality 

is visible and palpable into every little detail. Magnificent colour combinations, 

stylish decorations, rich and original raw materials. Each region of origin 

guarantees authenticity, created with the eyes and hands of the artist. Respect is 

our maxim: respect for nature, culture and people.

GRILLES UNI 04-09
GRILLES STRIPES      10-17
NUAGES 18-25

COLLECTION
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GRILLES UNI
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GRILLES UNI BLACK 200 X 300 CM
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GRILLES UNI NATURAL 200 X 300 CM
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GRILLES STRIPES
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GRILLES STRIPES BLUE 200 X 300 CM GRILLES STRIPES GREEN 200 X 300 CM
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GRILLES STRIPES OCHER 200 X 300 CM
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A purity that combines perfectly with comfort, luxury and 

function. Each design is one of a kind. Discover this unique 

range of collections available only from leading interior design 

specialists.

HAND-FASHIONED
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Only few furnishing have a greater effect on a home’s 

atmosphere then a high-quality carpet. Again and again, 

Touching Floors has developed collections that are truly 

unique. The inspiration of our high tech collections make our 

designs adjust to your personal interior.

Come and join us to tread into the imaginary. Discover the 

fascinating Touching Floors universe, ever further, ever 

higher…
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NUAGES VERTICAL BLUE 200 X 300 CM NUAGES DIAGONAL BLACK 200 X 300 CM
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NUAGES LINEAR BLACK 200 X 300 CM
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“EAST MEETS WEST”
Original contemporary design combined with refined Oriental 

craftsmanship. 

Handmade rugs that are more than ornamental elements. Rugs give 

warmth and feeling to a home, provide a muted environment and 

promote cosiness. Contemporary interiors demand customization 

and personality. The RAMI collection is timeless and sustainable. The 

use of natural materials create an optimal comfort. The combination 

of authentic natural colors from nettle and colored materials give 

the rugs a subtle effect that can be integrated in every interior. 

Studio Segers guarantees a coherent collection. Existing of a 

series of color combinations, organic patterns and the possibility 

to choose for uniformity. Based on the expertise of contemporary 

interiors, a number of refined designs have been developed. 

Designs that transcend the fleeting fashion trends. RAMI is an 

innovative, contemporary collection of rugs with respect for craft 

traditions and techniques.

Designers Wim en Bob Segers

COLLECTION
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This authentic collection has been designed to give you the freedom of choice 

in accent, colour, design and size. Make your choice from the color blends 

and couple them with one of our Rami collection designs. Or choose your own 

accent colour and design. Making it truly yours.

Touching Floors

Nieuwpoortlaan 21/8

BE - 3600 Genk 

 

info@touchingfloors.com
+32 (0) 498 870 605
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www.touchingfloors.com


